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ARTICLE

Timelines in Exhibitions
STEVEN LUBAR

Abstract Timelines serve as the organizing structure for many exhibitions. This essay explores the use of
the timeline in museums in an attempt to understand its appeal and its meaning. The article considers the
nature of narrative, and of chronology speciﬁcally, as well as the history of the timeline and of its use in
museum exhibitions. Raising questions about the message sent by chronological ordering, the essay
encourages exhibition developers to consider how exhibits might move beyond the timeline to provide
visitors with a more nuanced historical understanding and a more active relationship to the past. If we stop
taking the timeline for granted, we might ﬁnd ways to complicate chronology while still taking advantage of
its power.

It is quite true what philosophy says; that life
must be understood backwards. But then one forgets
the other principle: that it must be lived forwards.
—Søren Kierkegaard

For most exhibition developers, and for
most museum visitors, the timeline seems a natural, intuitive way to present and understand
the past. After all, what simpler metaphor for
the past could there be than a timeline, with its
suggestion of a direct connection between chronology and physical space? The motion of your
body through the exhibition seems to re-create
historical time. As you move from the beginning to the end of an exhibition, you move, in a
metaphorical way, from earlier to later, from the
beginning of the story to the end. The timeline
provides a powerful framework for presenting
history.
That’s why we find the timeline used as the
organizing structure of a vast range of exhibitions. The Louvre, like most universal art
museums, uses a timeline to make its main point:
in its own case, an “iconographic program in

which the heritage of antiquity and the Renaissance leads to French art” (Duncan 1980, 459).
The German Historical Museum organizes its
enormous building around a timeline, anchoring
each section with a chronological yardstick. The
National Museum of American History uses
timelines in many exhibitions, large and small:
its new overview of national history, for instance,
as well as the story of one house. Any museum
visitor could add more examples.
Timelines are useful, even powerful, but—
like all narratives—should be used with care.
The timeline carries with it assumptions about
the narrative structure of history, about the primacy of chronological understanding, and
about progress. It makes it seem as though history is a path to the present. More to the point,
it hides those assumptions remarkably well.
Timelines seem natural.
This essay explores the history of timelines
in museum installations in an attempt to
understand not only their appeal, but also the
hidden and not-so-hidden messages they send.
It considers the nature of narrative, and of
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chronology specifically, as well as the history of
the timeline and its use in museum exhibits.
Chronology is both an information architecture
and a philosophy of history—sometimes useful
for museum display, sometimes not.
Consider two Holocaust exhibitions with
contrasting approaches to timelines to see some
of the complexity of their use. The Los Angeles
Museum of Tolerance uses a purely chronological design to “achieve total emotional control of
the visitor,” Andrea Witcomb writes. “The
result,” she argues, “is an absence of space within
which critical questions might be asked and a
historical understanding of the events and
processes gained” (2012, 582–583). The United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum, in contrast, presents a narrative that is more open.
Founding director Jeshajahu Weinberg designed
a “narrative museum” that worked “like the three
acts of a drama” (quoted in Schwarzer 2006,
162). The result is a chronology that is mostly
linear flow, but with significant exceptions. As J.
Nathan Matias observes, it sculpts narrative flow
masterfully, starting with chronology, switching
to counterpoint—two intertwined stories—and
then, when the story reaches decision points,
opening up to more complex flows. He describes
the exhibition as a link/node structure typical of
hypertext—a more open, less coercive kind of
chronology (2004).
The timeline is more complicated than it
might appear, and allows for more nuance than
museums generally realize. This essay encourages exhibition developers to think twice before
using a timeline to organize historical material.
Instead, it suggests they step outside the
deterministic flow of timeline history in order to
consider how museum exhibitions might otherwise be organized. If timelines are used, they
can be constructed in a number of sophisticated
ways, to provide a more active relationship of
visitors to the past.

2

ON NARRATIVES AND CHRONOLOGIES

Timelines represent chronologies—the
simplest form of narrative—so it’s appropriate
to start by trying to understand more about
chronology and narrative in history. “Narrative,” philosopher of history Hayden White
writes, “might be considered a solution to a
problem of general human concern, namely, the
problem of how to translate knowing into telling.” This is not a bad description of exhibition
work. White points out the appeal of the chronological narrative: It removes the storyteller
from the story, so that history seems to tell itself,
as if things must have happened as they happened. Narrative seems objective. Narrative history has the appeal of a good story that imposes
a “discursive form on the events.” It tells a convincing tale, one that seems true, that seems
inevitable. It makes it hard to imagine how
things might have been different (1987, 1, 21,
42–43).
The past few decades of history writing,
however, have challenged the narrative. For
postmodern writers, narrative is an instrument
of ideology—indeed, as Hayden White writes,
it is “the very paradigm of ideologizing discourse” (1987, 33). Within the narrative, the
appearance of inevitability serves political
power. By the very fact of appearing neutral—
by hiding the narrator—the narrative suggests
that the story can only be told one way. Walter
Benjamin noted this power, and criticized “the
enormous energies of history that are bound up
in the ‘once upon a time’ of classic historiography. The history that showed things ‘as they
really were,’ was the strongest narcotic of the
century” (2002, 463). Narratives, postmodern
historians argue, are “a coercive category” (Ross
1995, 673).
Narratives, and especially chronological
narratives, appeal to museums, in part because
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of exactly those “coercive” story-telling qualities. Museums take artifacts out of their natural
settings and reposition them in a new setting,
creating a new discourse. Richard Saul Wurman
suggests that there five ways of organizing
information: by location, alphabetical order,
category, time, and hierarchy (1989). For art
and history museums, a chronological organization seems intuitive, since to live history is to be
immersed in the flow of time, and to re-create
history is to organize by time. The job of the
exhibition developer is to step outside that flow,
to make it visible, to let us see it from above. We
need to decide what to include, what goes
where, how to tie it together. To do that, we
need a good story, one that tells us what’s
important, and makes connections easy to
comprehend.
Timelines do that. They have a straightforward, apparently natural narrative that makes
for a simple easy-to-follow visitor flow. The
architectonics of design reinforces the rhetoric
of the story (Buchanan 1989, 108). “In the most
fundamental rhetorical terms, all timelines
accomplish their communicative tasks by using
spatial metaphors to organize verbal synecdoche,” John Zuern writes (2001, 5). Timelines
are a rhetorical argument made physical and set
in motion by the visitor. The visitor’s body
recreates humanity’s movement through history. The metaphor gains power and the
appearance of truth from its physical reality; the
visitor to the museum timeline walks through
history. Timelines are better than the real thing:
They let us artificially alter our speed and focus.
We can zoom in and out, covering now days,
now decades, now millennia. Timelines highlight before and after, cause and effect, linear
progression. They simplify in a useful way.
Balancing these advantages, however, creates the timeline’s problems, by revealing the
significant differences between museum visitors’
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experiences of timeline exhibitions and the
actual experience of historical time. In real life,
we don’t get to see what comes next, or what
came before. The omniscience granted by the
timeline makes history seem inevitable. The past
seems obvious, natural, over-determined. The
timeline makes us think that what happened had
to have happened. It suggests a Whig history,
the notion that the past must have led to the
present, along the path that it did. The exhibition timeline eliminates the choices that were
made. It suggests that there were no alternatives;
timelines have no branches for “paths not taken.”
The timeline in the museum seems like a pathway that we had to have followed, rather than a
photograph of the path we happened to take. In
real life we do not, in fact, walk through time; we
stay in one place in the river of time, picking the
direction we want to head to. The timeline suggests that time is, as Bergson put it, “homogeneous and impersonal,” the same for everything
and every one” (1912, 274). In real life, everyone
sees a different flow of time. Like all interfaces,
the timeline structures experience by grouping
events or artifacts, presenting “sets of data and
not just discreet, individual objects” (Owens and
Bailey 2012, 2; Jessop 2008). It hides details in
the service of a bigger picture.
THE HISTORY OF TIMELINES, IN PRINT
AND IN EXHIBITS

Chronology has come to seem a natural,
even obvious, way of presenting history. Visitors
expect timelines and know how to read
them. Timelines play to traditional historical
understandings. They are so common that one
historian describes the timeline as “a bit of banal
tedium” (Behrendt 2011). But chronology is a
modern invention. Michel Foucault says, “For
eighteenth-century thought, chronological
sequences are merely a property and a more or
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less blurred expression of the order of beings;
from the nineteenth century, they express, in a
more or less direct fashion. .. the profoundly historical mode of being of things and men (1966,
301). Daniel Rosenberg and Anthony Grafton,
authors of Cartographies of Time: A History of the
Timeline, note that the timeline is based on this
modern notion of history as linear, and an even
more modern style of representation of that linear history. Examining that history lets us
understand how it came to be the most used tool
in the exhibition developer’s toolkit.
The first timeline display of artifacts—a
picture, a fantasy, not a physical display—is
found in the frontispiece for Johannes Kepler’s
great book on astronomy, the Tabulae Rudolphinae of 1627 (see photo 1). It shows the progress
of astronomy in a virtual museum, a display of
artifacts arranged in chronological order from
the Babylonians to the present, along with their
inventors. To drive home the point, the columns from which the instruments are hung
show progress as well, from a simple tree to
turned wooden columns to cylinders of brick to
stone columns topped with Doric and Corinthian capitals. (A nice touch of exhibit design!)1
Early graphic representations of time show
an astonishing diversity. Even after the notion
of linear time became common, the idea of displaying it laid out along a line was generally
unknown. “For many readers in the sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries, time looked
like a table,” Rosenberg and Grafton suggest
(2010, 97). In the eighteenth century the timeline began to take something like its modern
form. Rosenberg and Grafton credit Joseph
Priestley with the first modern timelines, which
produced exotic forms—the river of time, or the
temple of time, for example. By the midnineteenth century, the timeline as we know it
today—time running horizontally along the
page, civilizations and empires spread out verti-

4

Photo 1. The frontispiece for Johannes Kepler’s great
book on astronomy, the Tabulae Rudolphinae of 1627.
It shows the progress of astronomy in a virtual
museum.1

cally—”had become a symbol of historical
understanding.” It had come to seem “a graphic
instantiation of history itself,” Rosenberg and
Grafton write (2010, 76, 178, 244). And that’s
the way timelines seem to work in museum
exhibitions: spatial instantiations of history.
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But the history of chronology in exhibitions
is more complicated and more diverse than we
might imagine. Cabinets of curiosity, those
Renaissance ur-museums, were juxtapositions
of the natural and the miraculous, designed to
mirror the world, to encourage comparisons,
analogies and parallels, and thus exploration
and discovery. The cabinet of curiosity was
about spectacle, strangeness, juxtaposition—the
opposite of chronology and order.
Change crept in, in collections of ancient
sculpture and modern machines: “a kind of
dynamic historical reflection” that shifted the
way viewers thought about history and natural
history (Bredekamp 1995, 9). In the eighteenth
century, new spaces allowed new ways of seeing
the order of things. In these new spaces, Foucault argues, “the natural history room and the
garden. .. replace the circular procession of the
‘show’ with the arrangement of things in a
‘table’”; in that way they provided “a new way of
connecting things both to the eye and to discourse. A new way of making history” (1966,
143).
This would happen in art museums, too. In
the Renaissance, art was generally displayed in
densely packed arrangements that privileged
decorative effect, rather than being organized
by school or in chronological order. Paintings
were often arranged to encourage “a kind of
comparative viewing that revealed the distinctive qualities of the great masters” (McClellan
2008, 116–118; see also Duncan 1995, 24). The
creation of the “history of things,” writes Philip
Fisher, was a product of the Enlightenment;
museums and the history of art were created
together along with the idea of historical
sequencing (2012, 458).
Chronological display of art had its start in
the late sixteenth century, in bound collections
of prints and drawings, and by the mid-eighteenth century, in princely art galleries. The first
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hanging at the Louvre followed the earlier
model, but within months it was replaced with a
new system organized by national school and
chronology: a system that “privileged knowledge of art history over art,” McClellan writes.
Paintings were arranged by school, and then,
within each school, in chronological order. By
the end of the eighteenth century, a walk
through an art museum was designed to be “a
visible history of art” (2008, 120–122). Even
then, though, art history was more about
schools than about a timeline; chronology was
subordinated to school and nation.
Chronology was not without controversy.
One of the very first museum critics, Quatremere de Quincy, writing at the end of the eighteenth century, argued against museums on the
grounds that they killed art by insisting on
order. He proposed that the “chaotic disorder of
the ‘decomposed fragments’ of the world have a
heterogeneous vitality which is destroyed by
rigid chronology and museum categorization”
(Stead 2004, 134).
Museums of decorative arts, which tended
to focus on the art of one nation, led the way
toward exhibit timelines. The early nineteenth
century Mus!ee des Monuments Franc!ais,
founded by Alexandre Lenoir, organized rooms
of tomb sculpture, costumes, and stained glass
by century to illustrate the development of
French history. This was the first museum
where one might walk through history. It was
very popular with the public, and led to other
decorative art museums, like the Mus!ee de
Cluny (1844), which displayed period rooms,
moments in the past frozen in time (Carter
2011).
English museums in the 1850s built their
exhibitions on a “rhetoric of comprehensiveness
in a genealogical history of art.” More interested
in great artists than great art, they organized
their galleries to show artists’ chronological
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Photo 2. Alfred Barr’s timeline of modern art (1936)
was the blueprint for the Museum of Modern Art’s
Cubism and Abstract Art exhibition. Digital Image ©
The Museum of Modern Art/Licensed by SCALA / Art
Resource, NY.

“place within trajectories of tuition and influence.” This directed museums to undertake
“fill-in-the-gaps” collecting; they could meet
their goal of chronological display with the lesser art of great artists, and even decorative and
practical arts (McClellan 2008, 120–122;
Whitehead 2007, 51).
This kind of timeline required an agreedupon narrative, so American art lagged behind.
In 1872, the Brooklyn Art Association proudly

6

organized The First Chronological Exhibition of
American Art, but it was not, in fact, chronological. The show covered a long time period, but
was displayed in a traditional way; the hanging
was dictated by frame size and shape as much as
anything else; the catalogue was arranged alphabetically (Nearpass 1983, 23, 25). At the turn of
the twentieth century, with a clear story of
American history established, chronologically
arranged period room exhibits of American decorative arts became popular. Examples appeared
at the Philadelphia Museum, the Metropolitan,
and elsewhere (McClellan 2008, 134–140). The
Metropolitan’s American Wing did its best to
organize its period rooms in chronological
order, but its curators did not worry too much
about the details. The point was not change over
time, after all, but stasis. Grosvenor Atterbury,
in his remarks at the opening, said that the period room chronology was “so arranged that you
can read it also diagonally and ‘every-whichway,’ and yet always spell the same words, ‘The
Spirit of Colonial Art’” (2012, 223).
Modern art, too, required a narrative before
it could be displayed in school-and-chronology
style. That was accomplished—at least for the
Museum of Modern Art—when founder Alfred
Barr charted “Cubism and abstract art” on a
timeline from 1890 to 1935 (see photo 2), showing connections, ancestors, and descendants
(Grafton and Rosenberg 2010, 222–223). As
Edward Tufte writes (2006, 26), this chart
shows both chronology and causal claims about
influence. Because of Barr’s importance, this is
perhaps the most famous timeline in the history
of art. Some argue that it epitomizes “MoMAdictated linear and even fascist vision of art
history” (Poundstone 2012). Exhibitions at
MOMA helped establish this narrative device
through “eye-level, single-row alignments of
generously spaced, chronologically ordered
paintings” on white walls (Newhouse 2005, 23).
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(On art historians’ use of “supposedly objectifying models of history such as family trees,
chronologies and diagrams,” see SchmidtBurkhardt 2000.) With Barr’s exhibition
Cubism and Abstract Art, the modern display
tradition was born.
While art museums built their chronologies
of school, style, and time, anthropology and history museums used a different kind of timeline,
one that harked back to the displays of progress
that the cabinet of curiosities had experimented
with. These museums seemed to show change
over time, but in fact showed change without
considering time. They were based on evolutionary notions of progress toward an ideal type:
from simple to complex forms (Franco 1994,
153). This was a timeline of sorts, but one unmoored from chronology—more about an ideal
progress than actual development over time.
That was the case with early nineteenth century world’s fairs, too. Historian of science William Whewell wrote in 1852 that the Crystal
Palace Exposition was built on the assumption
that “In the useful and ornamental arts[,] nations
are always going forwards, from stage to stage.
Different nations have reached different stages of
this progress, and all their different stages are
seen at once” at the fair (quoted in Young 2008,
11–14). Historian of anthropology Julian Fabian
describes the rationale for this style: “Not only
past cultures but all living societies were irrevocably placed on a temporal slope, a stream of
Time—some upstream, others downstream”
(1983, 17) The Pitt Rivers Museum borrowed a
similar rationale for its exhibition of ethnographic objects, arranging them by use and showing evolution from simple to complex forms.
Nineteenth-century history displays were
surprisingly uninterested in chronology.
Historical memorabilia at the United States
Centennial, for example, showed the artifacts of
famous individuals and period rooms without
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regard for time period. The Guide to Smithsonian Exhibitions of 1880 included bits of history, but no historical narrative. Busts of
historical individuals were arranged by their
field of expertise: art, science, or politics. Historical artifacts were jumbled together without
any sense of chronology—or, for that matter,
any other rationale—a style that seems to have
been standard at most museums and expositions. The only clear historical statement was to
be found in a display of photographs of “the
most valuable contents of the British Museum...
arranged with the definite object of showing
man’s gradual advance and the development of
civilization from pre-historic to mediaeval
times.” But even here, the categories were
broadly political, geographic, and ethnographic:
Prehistoric, Egyptian, Assyrian, Grecian, and
so on (Rhees 1880, 86–88, 92, 95).
Other early Smithsonian displays built on
this same understanding. The many cases showing “synoptic series” in the United States
National Museum were organized to examine
the progress of invention, independent of where
or when that invention or took place (see photo
3). George Brown Goode’s 1881 “Scheme of
Museum Classification” organized “the natural
history of civilization, of man and his ideas and
achievements” both in functional ways (like the
Pitt Rivers Museum), and ethnographically, by
showing the development of “races.” Synoptic
series and ethnographic displays at the Smithsonian portrayed development from simple to
complex, from primitive tools to contemporary
machines, from Aboriginal peoples to Americans (Henson 1999, S254). This continued into
the twentieth century: The Field Museum’s
Races of Mankind exhibition (1933) showed
human “progress” from “Neanderthal to
Nordic” (Schwarzer 2006, 135).
The synoptic series of the anthropologists
seeped into history, especially the history of

7

Photo 3. Synoptic exhibition of textiles at the National Museum, about 1890, shows progress in technology from
the primitive to the contemporary. Courtesy Smithsonian Institution Archives, Image # SIA2010-2566.

technology, but a focus on invention and great
men meant that temporal connections between
artifacts were played down (Lubar 2011).
Toward the end of the nineteenth century, as
historians and engineers took curatorial jobs
that had been held by anthropologists, and as
national, not universal, ideal history came to
seem important, chronology and timelines
became more common. Many technological
displays at the 1893 Colombian Exposition in
Chicago used timelines. The listings of great
discoveries or events “in the history of the
world’s progress” showed the old style of idealized advance. The lineup of railroad locomotives
“from the rudest and earliest days to the present
time” in the Baltimore and Ohio exhibition presented the newer style of chronological progress
(Flinn 1893, 46; Pangborn 1894, 152).

8

While many exhibitions of historical artifacts in museums continued to be organized by
principles other than chronology, by the turn of
the twentieth century the notion of chronology
was becoming more common. Timelines came to
Smithsonian history, for example, with curator
A. Howard Clark’s 1899 reorganization of the
American history exhibitions at the Smithsonian
so that a visitor might pass “down through illustrations of colonial and Revolutionary times to
the opening of the Civil War in 1861” (United
States National Museum 1901, 22). In the
1920s, as history and technology increasingly
separated from anthropology, Smithsonian curators began to tell a national story of progress, not
a synoptic one (Walker 2007, 67).
Carl Mitman, curator of mineral and
mechanical technology, wrote proudly of the
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new system of organization in the National
Museum’s 1922 annual report, perhaps the first
statement of the modern style of historical
display:
During the year in the division of mechanical technology a plan was evolved which in its
realization will, it is believed, increase the
instructive value of the collections. Briefly, it is
to make the objects tell a story rather than
merely represent a period in development; in
other words, to increase both the atmosphere of
the object and the data on the label so that a
visitor will be impressed with the significance of
the material rather than being reminded only of
its “existence” (1922, 106–109).

Mitman proceeded to display objects
“according to their motive power and chronological development.” Chronological display, he
argued, was key; the curator’s job was to find
new models, or photographs, to close the chronological gaps in the collection. Other departments at the National Museum were redone in
chronological order as well: graphic arts in
1922, Army uniforms in 1939. By mid-century,
it became a standard style. A 1949 exhibition of
furniture of “historic American personages”
started with a pine chest from Mt. Vernon and
proceeded chronologically to the desk used by
General Dwight Eisenhower.
The Smithsonian’s exhibit modernization
project of the 1950s reopened the question of
how best to organize exhibitions. Anthony Garvan, the first history Ph.D. hired by the Smithsonian, wrote that he would try to “balance a
sense of historical change with a portrait of a
culture.” His interest was material culture, and
he fought against a political chronology as
“impossible to implement.” Instead, he chose a
less specific chronology of century-long periods,
and a cultural organization within them
(Walker 2007, 99–105). Garvin’s style—part
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history, part American studies, part anthropology—would define history exhibits at the
Smithsonian for decades.
Over the years, many museums adopted a
narrative or chronological backbone for exhibitions. Timelines served in that way for several of
Charles and Ray Eames’s exhibitions, including
Mathematica (1961) and A Computer Perspective
(1973). But there remained many ways to do
exhibitions. Outdoor museums such as Colonial
Williamsburg or Old Sturbridge Village aimed
to show an unchanging past moment. Historic
house museums, like the historic villages, froze
time—since allowing the visitor to walk through time would send the wrong message.
Progressive history museums with an interest in
social history, but without an investment in
“progress,” resisted timelines and found other
narratives more useful. The 1958 Farmer’s Year
exhibition at the Farmer’s Museum exemplified
this style, which offered more folklore than history. Curator Per Guldbeck reorganized the
museum’s collection of farm tools into an interpretive exhibit organized by themes “to show
the importance of the seasons to the work of
preindustrial farmers (Kulik 1989, 23).
The bicentennial exhibitions at the
National Museum of History and Technology
suggest the range of exhibition styles: 1876 presented a moment in time; Nation of Nations used
broadly chronological themes; We the People was
thematic. The museum had begun to move
away from presenting “historical knowledge
production in terms of narrative information”
toward “experiential engagement,” part of a
larger trend Rymsza-Pawlowska finds in this
era (2012, 2). Down the mall at the National
Gallery of Art, the main galleries continued to
be arranged by school and time, but every temporary exhibition captured a moment in time,
from The Eye of Thomas Jefferson to Treasures of
Tutankhamun (National Gallery of Art 2012).
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RECENT DEBATES

In the last third of the twentieth century,
the timeline exhibition was one among many
types. Yet it quickly came to seem “traditional”—the way things had always been—and
the next few decades would see a reaction
against it. Museum curators and academics,
mostly on the left, attacked it; museum critics,
mostly on the right, defended it. The timeline
would become a flashpoint in the culture wars.
In response to these criticisms, and out of a new
concern about visitor experience, museums of
all types began to rethink the place of narrative
and chronology in exhibitions.
The narrative exhibition came to symbolize
the importance of the museum as an institution
of social and cultural power. Postmodern critics
influenced by Foucault argued that the museum,
like the prison and the asylum, was an “institution of confinement,” and found fault with
museums’ easy assumption of the power of the
narrative (Carbonell 2012, 4–8; Bennett 1988).
Andrea Witcomb summarized the criticism of
“the way many museums have traditionally
organized their exhibits, with a strong linear
narrative which allows space for only one point
of view—that of the curator/institution.” She
continued:
Museum critics point to the ways in which
this single, linear narrative is expressed in gallery
designs which have a one way flow based on a
clear sequence of exhibits. These spatial arrangements are supported by strong ideologies which
determine the arrangement of the objects in
ways which fix their meanings (2012, 576).

Museum curators would begin to explore
new methods of opening up the narrative and
making it more complex. Both history museums
and art museums would try to reinvent narrative
and chronology.

10

History museums played with stepping
outside of chronological history. The Minnesota Historical Society, rethinking history
exhibits in 1990, “decided to de-emphasize
chronology as the organizing structure of the
exhibits and to use common human experiences
as the thematic framework. Chronology... was
most useful when it could be used to suggest
complex relationships in history rather than
simply record the flow of events as one thing
after another.”
The MHS staff decided to “approach history from the standpoint of common human
experiences of family, work, community, and
sense of place” (Franco 1994, 159–161).
One of these MNHS experiments was its
exhibition Minnesota A to Z (1992), which provided a fundamentally different way for visitors
to connect objects, by using categories and
themes rather than time as an organizational
principle—and not just the “serious themes” that
a historian might require. The Minnesota show
enlisted the playful, alphabetical, children’s book
style of organization to suggest a sense of fun (A
is for animal, C is for canoe), implying that there
is no single way to understand content (see
photo 4). The show allowed “visitors to take
multiple paths through the exhibits and to access
information in a more random and individually
directed fashion” (Franco 2000, 46; see also
Clark 1993). Denver A to Z (2012), at the History Colorado Center, put a more adult spin on
the same idea: Adrenaline to Zombies.
The Marischal Museum in Aberdeen went
even further with its Encyclopaedia of the
North-East, an alphabetical display of Scottish
ethnography that opened in 1990. The longrunning show abandoned themes altogether
and juxtaposed objects such as spinning wheels
and spears together because (in this case) both
words start with sp. The museum was hoping
“to create some surprising juxtapositions of
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Photo 4. The Minnesota Historical Society stepped outside of chronology completely with its 1992 Minnesota A-Z.
Here, F is for Fire Engine. Courtesy of the Minnesota Historical Society.

objects of different ages and functions and to
encourage visitors to reflect on ideas of classification and order” (Marischal Museum 2012).
“Alphabetical display,” writes Sharon Macdonald, referring to the Marischal exhibition, “puts
more emphasis on the objects themselves rather
than on the meaningfulness of their mode of
ordering.” Citing Stephen Bann, she calls this
“re-centering” of the object “a challenge [to]
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earlier museum orthodoxy, and especially to historicism. ... By undercutting the rationale of the
chronology or taxonomy, objects themselves
come to the fore” (2006, 92–93). The suggestion is that any organization is as good as any
other. The Marischal exhibition pushed decontextualization about as far as it could go.
Displays of Native American history moved
dramatically away from timelines. The landmark
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Oakland Museum exhibition California: A Place,
a People, a Dream (1984) used chronology except
for the Native story, which was regarded as
“timeless, ethnographically pure” (Lovell 1990,
963). At the National Museum of the American
Indian, Claire Smith observes, community galleries showcase unchanging cultural philosophies. She proclaims their timelessness and
“timeline-lessness.” She writes: “Many of these
accounts are not chronological, which contrasts
with traditional museum formats but is consistent with the characteristics of Native histories.”
Putting objects in chronological sequences or
geographical groupings would fail “to draw upon
the more complex and nuanced systems of
Indigenous peoples” (2005, 428).
This turn was not without controversy. The
Way to Independence, which opened at the Minnesota Historical Society in 1987, tried to put
the Native story—which focused on one
Hidatsa Indian family from 1840 to 1920—into
history by highlighting the continuity of
“culture, values, beliefs” through historical transitions. It did this to challenge the “assimilationist’s view of Indian history”—an argument
which, as Peter Welsh notes, was “not a simple
one to make in an exhibit displaying object
assemblages that indeed changed from one period to the other.” The show was criticized for
this. Welsh remarked that it was difficult to
show the things that stayed the same (1997, 32).
The recent display of Native American art at the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, which mixed
contemporary pieces with historical ones, was
criticized for its non-chronological display: “It
promotes, however unintentionally, the falsely
a-historical and timeless world of Native America (Jaffee 2011).
History of science and technology exhibitions continued to use chronology as a backbone, often adding context around it. A
timeline in these fields often reads as a yardstick
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of progress, and scholarly reviewers often criticized exhibitions for reinforcing ideas about
technological “evolution.” The Henry Ford
Museum, for example, used a row of cars, chronologically ordered, as the centerpiece of its
well-received The Automobile in American Life
(1987). Like so many technological histories,
the exhibition used the metaphor of evolution
to arrange its displays. One reviewer chided the
museum for its “sunny interpretation of an auto
industry evolving ‘onward and upward’” (Staudenmaier 1988). Notions of chronological
progress often overwhelmed the more nuanced
stories curators tried to tell (Lubar 2011;
Cutcliffe and Lubar 2000). Political and military history exhibitions often use a very simple
chronological backbone, such as presidential
administrations, or wars.
While acknowledging the power and usefulness of the timeline, many social history
curators, as well as some curators of politics,
military, science and technology exhibitions,
reacted against the chronological paradigm.
Social history was the rage in the 1980s. Exhibitions told stories of daily life and common
people, often ignoring the large political and
military concerns that traditional history
emphasized. These exhibitions tended to be
about a moment in time, not change over time.
The National Museum of American History
put on an exhibition of the late eighteenth
century that barely mentioned the American
Revolution (Gross 1989). One on the nineteenth century barely mentioned the Civil War
(Miner 2000). There were few presidents, few
politicians, to be found in either. Both focused
on moments of time in particular communities,
exploring daily life in a changing world.
The social history exhibitions were in part a
progressive reaction against a more traditional
chronological history of presidents and wars, and
of a narrowly defined notion of technological
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progress. Though presented as a radical departure, they drew on a long history of material culture displays (Kulik 1989, 27–31).
These timeline-less social history exhibitions became a flashpoint in the culture wars of
the 1990s and early 2000s. In 2002, the National
Museum of American History, under fire for
confusing exhibitions, brought in a “blue-ribbon
committee” to rethink the museum. Their
advice: timelines. “Visitors often expect that a
history museum should have a clear chronological structure,” the report said. It urged (in
all-capital letters in the original) that a new
introductory exhibition be created, and that “the
principal and most obvious organizing concept
of the exhibit should be chronological, covering
the full sweep of American history (with explicit
time lines, as appropriate)” (Blue Ribbon Commission 2002, Sections 2B and 3C; Hartman
2002).
Timelines, and the memorization of dates,
came to represent “traditional history” in the
debate over how to teach history (see Puaca
2004). Andrew Ferguson, writing in the Weekly
Standard, blasted the National Museum of
American History for mounting shows without
timelines. He accused the museum of following
postmodern historians in treating chronology as
a contrivance, a “coercive category.” Rejecting
chronology, he wrote, meant rejecting progress,
and diminishing great men. He approvingly
quoted Richard Darman, the George H. W.
Bush administration official who became chairman of the museum’s board: “We need to have a
chronology. .. not just so people can get oriented
but also so they can see a story unfolding, with
real human beings doing significant things.”
For the right wing in the culture wars, chronology was a way to bring great men back into history. When finally forced by Darman and other
politicians and wealthy donors to acknowledge
the importance of historical narrative, curators
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did it badly, according to Ferguson. He
described the American Presidency exhibition:
Yet even here you couldn’t miss the awkwardness of social historians trying to do something they’d never done before. It was as though
they’d been asked to write with their feet. The
show was about individual persons who
succeeded one another in a position of great
power, but the curators somehow managed to
avoid the “coercive category” of chronology.
Instead objects appeared higgledy piggledy,
grouped according to curatorial concepts
(Ferguson 2008).

For Ferguson and the conservative right,
timelines showed American progress. Any
other organizational scheme allowed left-wing
“curatorial concepts” to interfere with simple
historical “truth.”
There was a similar controversy in art
museums. Museums of modern art, trying to
stay modern, have explored ways to step outside
chronology. Historian Andrew McClellan
points to installations at the Tate Modern and
Tate Britain, as well as at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, in 2000, that rejected what
Tate director Nicholas Serota called “the
conveyor belt of history”—choosing instead formats that focused on themes. Serota wanted
“curators and visitors alike to chart our own new
path, redrawing the map of modern art, rather
than following a simple path lad down by a curator” (quoted in McClellan 2008, 149–151).
Critic Nick Prior cheered this move away from
chronology and “the idea of the universal survey” as part of the rejection of “Enlightenment
narratives of progress” which he regarded as
suggestive of a new openness in museum interpretation (2006, 516).
Critics protested the innovation. Jed Perl,
writing in the New Republic, saw the lack of
chronology as a disaster. It was a fad, “the new
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curatorial thing to do,” a way for the Tate Modern “to disguise the fact that they have almost no
classic modern work worth a visit.” He went on
to defend chronology:
Chronology, that backbone of the historical
sense, has been collapsed into some kind of postmodern time warp. And out of that time warp
comes the new funhouse museum, where art
past and art present are no more than raw
materials, to be bifurcated and cloned in order to
produce bigger museums or smaller museums or
more museums—whatever the market will bear.

Without chronology, Perl argued, museums produce “ill-focused, slapped-together
presentations” and “a new kind of curatorial
mayhem” (2000, 31). David Sylvester, writing
in the London Review of Books, also gave a rousing defense of chronology:
Chronology is not a tool of art-historical
interpretation which can be used at one
moment, discarded at another. It’s an objective
reality, built into the fabric of the work. And
into the artist’s awareness. An artist can paint a
nude in the morning, a tea party in the afternoon; what he’s conscious of all the time is his
location in history (2000).

John Elderfield, in a letter to the journal,
argued that it was pointless to call chronology
“objective reality,” that it was just another
theme. But no matter. Chronology was the
battlefield over which the battle of postmodernity was fought. McClellan notes that both the
Tate and MoMA soon retreated to traditional
chronologies (2006, 516).
Art museums would return to thematic
exhibitions, based not on postmodern theory
but instead on visitor interests. In recent years
the St. Louis Art Museum, the Detroit Institute
of Arts, and the Cincinnati Art Museum have
rearranged galleries “by theme rather than time
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period, seeking to make them more accessible to
visitors” and to “connect art to visitors’ personal
experience.” Curator Simon Kelly argued that
the non-chronological installation “created
some thought-provoking juxtapositions in the
museum, bringing a real coherence to the displays that should make them more accessible”
(Olson 2012).
SOME SUGGESTIONS

It would be nice if “accessibility” could solve
the question of timelines and narratives; if we
could turn not to politics but to visitor studies to
find the right way to structure exhibitions. I
have found no studies that directly answer this
question. The Smithsonian Office of Policy and
Analysis made summative evaluations of three
recent, large, timeline-based exhibitions at the
National Museum of American History, but
found it difficult to determine much about visitor preference for chronology. That may simply
reflect diversity in the way that visitors use
museums. “Different segments of NMAH
visitors have differences in preferences for exhibition entrances, layouts, and public space
design,” the Office of Policy and Analysis
reported in its study of Price of Freedom: Americans at War (2005a, 2). Tracking maps of the
second exhibition, America on the Move, a
history of American transportation, the Office
of Policy and Analysis observed that “visitors
followed many different paths as they wandered
through the exhibition, frequently backtracking
by returning to an exhibit that they had already
viewed” (2005b, 18).
In American Stories, described by the
museum as “a chronological look at the people,
inventions, issues, and events that shape
the American story”—perhaps the museum’s
response to the Blue Ribbon Panel’s timeline
demand—some visitors appreciated the time-
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Photo 5. The National Museum of American History’s new American Stories uses a chronological organization, but
in an open arrangement that allows visitors to explore the sections in any order they like. Courtesy of the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History.

line; others didn’t notice it. In this new exhibition, American history is divided into five large
blocks of time, each of them with a title that
simplifies historical development, for example:
“1801-1870: Expansion and Reform.” These
eras are a pared-down version of the eras outlined in the U.S. History Content Standards,
which suggested 10 overlapping eras. In terms
of visitor reactions, the display order ranked
roughly in the middle of attributes surveyed,
with more than half of visitors calling it good or
excellent. Those who liked the show because of
its beautiful objects were more likely to appreciate the display being organized by era.
These patterns fit nicely with Jay Rounds’s
analysis of a broad array of visitor studies. He
finds that many visitors are “curiosity driven,”
and that their wandering behavior in exhibitions
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is in fact a rational way of getting what they
want from their time in the museum. Rounds
reminds us that visitors to our exhibitions are
not automatons; they pick and choose their
path. Just because there’s a timeline doesn’t
mean that visitors choose to view the show in
chronological order (Rounds 2004).
The reality of visitor practices in exhibitions—they follow their interests, not necessarily our pathways—gives us reason not to worry
too much about timelines overwhelming our
visitors, or indoctrinating them. So too does
much of the recent work in museum studies suggesting that visitors like to make their own
meaning—indeed, that they will make their
own meaning—regardless of the curatorial narrative (Silverman 1995). So how might we take
advantage of the power and usefulness of the
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timeline while opening up the flexibility that
both cultural critics and visitors demand? How
might we decide when to use timelines, and
when not? What do timelines mean to visitors?
Might we learn from history teachers and
how they use timelines? Research in history
teaching suggests that timelines work best
when: 1) they connect to moments in history,
not to history as an abstraction; 2) they suggest
that students are part of history, not separate
from it; 3) students participate in creating them,
embedding their own images and stories within
the timeline context (Brophy and Alleman
2003, 110). And so teachers have come up with
a panoply of ways to make timelines interactive
in the classroom. The Web is full of suggestions.
Students can wear images of events, or objects,
and be encouraged to find their right place in
the timeline; they can add images, or connections; they can connect timelines with other
materials. In the same way, personalizing timelines in museums might allow for visitors to better connect with the past. Or might museums
go further, and have visitors co-construct the
timeline, adding their own stories, perhaps,
to this easy-to-understand framework? The
potential for interactivity in the classroom
timeline might inspire the creators of timelines
in museums and on the Web. A timeline might
undermine itself, somehow, with missing
pieces, paths not taken, gaps for the visitor to fill
in, asking: How did we get from here to there,
from this moment to that? Could a timeline
raise questions as well as provide answers?
The virtual timeline is another source of
ideas. Virtual timelines go back to the earliest
days of teaching with personal computers. A
new fascination with using computers has arisen
in the last decade. The flexibility of the screen
adds power to the timeline, and can allow user
interactions in a way that might inspire timeline-creation in museums. Virtual timelines can
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zoom to cover a day or a millennium in detail,
connecting time at many scales, showing the big
picture as well as endless smaller ones. Virtual
timelines allow the user to jump around, making
new connections that would be impossible to
make in a less dynamic format. Virtual timelines
can serve as a primary or secondary entryway to
exhibitions online And virtual timelines might
link together, allowing shared or contrasting
narratives, and a range of perspectives (Saekow,
Alvarez, and Shimabukuro 2012; Jensen 2003).
Virtual presentations can also partake of more
complex kinds of connections, moving beyond
chronology. Might there be an exhibition
equivalent for a sociogram or network diagram?
But virtual timelines and networks lack the
visceral appeal of physical timelines. You can’t
walk through them. Perhaps augmented reality
is an answer? A 1996 project at the M.I.T.
Media Lab allowed visitors to “fly” over a display of the history of photography—zooming in
for detail, zooming out for contextual information (Kullberg 1996). Augmented reality might
provide a timeline that exists in both physical
and virtual space. One might walk through time
in a timeline, seeing the facts and stories, images
and objects that you choose at their appropriate
places, perhaps adding stories for others to find.
How might exhibition developers take
advantage of the power of the visceral experience of walking through history, but still
suggest that choices were made, that it might
have been different? How might they complicate the timeline? Some possibilities:
Timelines punctuated by “decision points.”
Stop at key moments—presidential elections,
battles, inventions—and suggest that history
took a certain direction for a reason, because
certain decisions were made.
Overlapping or intersecting timelines. Suggest the complexity of history and show that
different groups saw things differently, by using
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more than one timeline. Perhaps the complex
chronology moves to the Web, with the artifacts
in museum space arranged in other ways?
Lumpy timelines—periodizations rather than
straight chronology. History standards in the
United States suggest one useful set of time
periods, and there is pressure to use these. But
choosing time periods specifically for each exhibit, to help tell the story, might better serve to
combine chronology and theme. The Minnesota Historical Society’s Open House: If These
Walls Could Talk (2006) allowed the detailed
history of one house to determine the periodization of its presentation (Bedford 2012, 397).
Linked timelines, connecting events across
time. Kevin Walsh suggests that this tactic
might allow museums to show the way that different parts of the world interacted (1992, 167).
Mixing time, place, and theme. Geography
can trump chronology. Using place rather than
time, on occasion, can help to complicate the
simplicity suggested by the timeline. The
Metropolitan Museum’s Heilbrunn timeline of
art history, for example, allows entry either by
time or place.2 The America on the Move exhibition website offers many overlays for its stories
and artifacts: era, exhibition timeline, geography, theme, topic, keyword, and category.3
Timelines that visitors can remix, highlighting their own interests, or own stories. Opening
up the range of narratives in museums, Lisa
Roberts suggests, can allow not only more
voices, but also make clear that the museum narrative is not simply “fact” (Roberts 1997, 145).
The 1990 Minnesota Almanac exhibition, for
example, allowed visitors to flip polygons to reconfigure the timeline and better understand
relationships between historical events (Franco
1994, 162).
Exhibition development teams can no
doubt think of many more. When we stop
taking the timeline for granted, when we accept
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its possible complexities, we will find ways to
allow it to change and grow. We need to find
ways to trouble it, and complicate it, while still
END
taking advantage of its power.
NOTES

1. More information at http://www.hps.cam.ac.uk/
starry/.
2. View at http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/.

3. View at http://amhistory.si.edu/onthemove/
collection/advanced.html.
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